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4.

Why don’t we chat online at
half past two?
50%

Samuel

Hi, buddies! We have a new
online group on Facebook.
It’s about health cures.
Chris
How about joining us?

Sally

That sounds awesome, but Chris
I’m always busy with my
Sally
homework and school
assignments.
Tracy

pan and boil it.

Harry

er.

That’s a great idea. It’ll
be interesting for me.

bout 20 minutes.
cooked rice with a
a pinch of salt.
heat until it is thick

Alex

nd add it to the rice

Sally
Stella

I’m so sorry, but I can’t.
Thanks for the invitation
anyway.

: Hello, Sally! How are you?

I usually go online for two hours
every day.

: Hello! Who is calling?
: I’m Chris.
: Oh, Chris! Is that you? I’m so sorry.

Ruby
I use my smartphone to connect
to the Internet.

: No problem. Look, Sally! I’ve got two
tickets for the big football match.
: Really?

Bella

That’s great.

I’m sorry, but I’m busy. I have to
finish my school assignment.

I can’t wait for it.

Chris

: I’ll meet you in front of the stadium
at 13:30.

Sally

: Okay, I’ll see you there.

Jack

You can’t log in because you
don’t remember your password.

How does Sally feel in the dialogue? Look at
the emojis and choose the correct option.

m the heat before

red in the recipe?

I’m so sorry, mate, but
I don’t have a Facebook
account.
Chris

Nathan

A) angry / crazy

Kevin

dessert?

Who refuses Samuel’s invitation without
B) embarrassed / surprised
giving a reason?

?

A) Tracy

C) smart / bored
B) Harry

Who answers Nathan’s question correctly.

ng in the butter and

C) Stella

D) AlexD) scared / cool

A) Ruby

B) Bella

C) Jack

D) Kevin

k the mixture after







II. wash the dishes
III. mop the floor



IV. iron the clothes






Which picture show



A)
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7.

Duru

Sharing the chores is a strict
rule in my family. I’m in
charge of the vacuuming
and emptying the
dishwasher at the weekend.
To be honest, I hate my
responsibilities. I enjoy
feeding our puppy, dusting
the furniture and sweeping
the leaves in the garden.

Which picture shows a chore that Duru does
NOT like?
A)

C)

B)















A) Nil

B) Berk

C) Mete

D) Elif

8.

III. That’s not possi
and my father w

6.

IV. Who does most
family?

I don’t like doing the chores,
but I have a couple of
responsibilities around the
house. I have to dust the
furniture every Tuesday. My
sister Nancy is in charge of
hanging out the clothes and
drying the dishes. My parents
Nick
Mete : In my opinion, all the chores are boring,
do most of the chores at
but I have to help my parents. I must set
home. They vacuum the floor,
the table and take out the trash.
cook our meals, and clean up
Nergis : Doing the laundry and drying the
the house along with many
dishes are my duties at home. I think it’s
other things.
very important to share the housework.
Which picture shows the chore that Nick is
Tuna : I don’t do any chores
on weekdays
responsible
for?
because I’m too busy. I have to load the
A) shelves at the
B)
dishwasher and dust the
weekend.

Choose the option
of the conversation
A) IV / I / II / III
C) I / III / IV / II

9.

Chores
dust the furniture

load the dishwasher
vacuum the floor
D)

hang out the clothe

The picture is related to ________________ .
6.

Jennifer’s Responsibilities

8.

I. My mother for su

II. That’s not fair. Wh
equally?

Test - 23

Beren : My mother does most of the housework,
but we all do our best to help her. I’m
usually responsible for cleaning up the
C) table.
bathroom and setting the

D)

C)

Who is YAPRAK
in charge of the
ironing?
bizde
TEST
TEST 24 Soru 6
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5.



A) Mete

B) Nergis

Who is in charge
picture?

C) Tuna

D) Beren

A) Cliff

Household Rules

8. Sınıf

I. Respect the elderly.
II.Wash your hands before a meal.
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2.

I. Mandy : Are you doing anything in the
afternoon?
Stella

II. Paul

6.

7.

There is a folk music concert.
Shall we go to the concert
together?

: No, I don’t have a plan.

Mandy : How about going to the café near
the park and chit-chatting?
Stella

İNGİLİZCE

: ______________ . I can’t wait for a
nice cup of coffee.
: Would you like to have a sandwich?

Kate

: No, thanks. I’m stuffed.

Paul

: How about some fruit juice?

Kate

: Yes, please. _________________ .

III. Norman : Are you busy at half past twelve on
Friday?
Hannah : No, not at all. Why?
Norman : Shall we go to the theatre?
Hannah : I’m so sorry, but _________________.
Which option is NOT suitable for one of the
gaps above?

Tracy
You can’t be serious. I never
listen to folk music.

Terry
Some human activities are very dangerous. For
example, they release heat-trapping gases, cut
down trees and pollute their environment.
Heat-trapping gases cause global warming. As a
result of this, glaciers are melting and sea levels
are rising. We should do something to slow down
global warming because some animal species will
become extinct in the future. We will face more
serious weather conditions. Some people destroy
forests, but they should immediately stop that.
Trees provide oxygen for us. Lots of animals need
forests to survive.

Katrina
Oh, I’m so sorry. I didn’t know
that. What type of music are you
keen on?
Tracy
I like jazz music. ____________ .

Terry thinks __________________ .

Katrina

Which option completes the sentence?
A) our planet will be better in the future
B) global warming will have negative effects

Which option is NOT suitable to complete the
dialogue?

C) deforestation isn’t a serious problem

A) I think it’s terrific

D) forests provide carbon dioxide for people

B) I find it impressive
C) In my opinion, it’s ridiculous
D) It’s energetic and harmonic

A) I’ll pick you up at 12:30
B) I’m not interested in plays
C) That sounds awesome
D) It’s my favourite

8.

Stella is a thirty-year old mother. She is in the
kitchen. She wants to make some delicious
pancakes for her children. She puts all the
ingredients on the table. The first step is to mix the
flour, sugar and baking powder.
Which kitchen tool does she need to use for the
first step?
A)

B)

5.
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Name

: Rose

Age

: 15

- sleeping bags

Likes

: rock, camping, basketball, casual
clothes

- compasses

7.

Summer Camp Check List

- pocketknives

Dislikes : jazz, fashion, theatre, fantasy books

- torches

Which of the following statements is WRONG
according to the given information?

Which picture shows an item in the list?

A) Rose doesn’t enjoy reading fantasy books.

A)

B)

C)

D)

B) Rose is fond of rock music and basketball.
C) Rose prefers seeing a play to going camping.

bizde YAPRAK
TEST TEST 7 SORU 6
D) Rose doesn’t wear trendy clothes.
6.

Hannah likes reading books about aliens and
space in her free time.
I.

II.

8.

Sibel

: I go to concerts with my friends at the
weekend.

Kenan : I like playing chess with my classmate
Taner.
Sevgi : I’m keen on drawing and shopping.
Doruk : I go to the theatre three times a month.

III.

Which picture shows the activity that Kenan
is interested in?
A)

B)

C)

D)

IV.

Which book would Helen prefer to read?
A) I

8. Sınıf

B) II

İNGİLİZCE
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C) III

D) IV
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SINAVLA ÖĞRENCİ ALACAK ORTAÖĞRETİM
KURUMLARINA
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Bu testte 10 soru vardır.
Cevaplarınızı, cevap kağıdına işaretleyiniz.

1.

3.

Answer the question according to the dialogue
between Sharon and Nick.

4.

2.

International Book Fair
Dates: June 2 – June 12
Place: Greenway Park

Samuel: Can you show me how to make cucumber
roll-ups, Mum?

Nick

Bowling
Tournament
Sharon
Mother: Sure. It’s very National
easy. Let’s
check
the

Sharon : ______________________?
Nick

ingredients first.Dates: June 1 – June 30

Place: Reeds Sports Complex

Samuel: Look! We have cucumbers, carrots, cream
: Yes, I don’t have a plan. Why?
cheese, lemons and red peppers.

Sharon : There is a great science fiction
movieGreat.
at Is there any parsley?
Mother:
Movie World. Shall we go and see it??

Matilda

: Hello! May I speak to Mr Brown,
please?

Secretary : _________________?
Matilda

: I’m Matilda Tailor from Green World
Travel Agency.

Secretary : __________________?
Matilda

: Sure. That’s T-A-I-L-O-R. I need to
talk to him to confirm his holiday
Art Exhibitions Festival reservation.
Nick : I’m so sorry, but I’m not interested
in
Mother: Let’s start then. First, soften the creamDates: June 10 – June 14
science fiction films.
cheese with a spoon. Meanwhile, wePlace: North
Secretary
: Thanks for the information. Hold on
Side Art Gallery
need
to
wash
the
cucumbers
and
slice
a second, I’ll put you through.
Sharon : __________________?
them into thin strips with a vegetable
Matilda
: Sure, thanks.
Nick : That’s not a good idea. I don’t like films
peeler.
Secretary : I’m so sorry, but the line is engaged.
about cowboys.
Samuel: What’s the next step?
__________________?
Sharon : Oh, I understand. ______________?
Mother: ___________________ .
Matilda
: Yes, please. Could you tell him to call
Foreign Cinema Festival
Nick : Great idea. I love going to theChoose
theatre. the best option
me back on my mobile phone. By
Place:toMaxcomplete
Movie Centrethe
Dates: June 20 – June 28
dialogue.
the way, he knows my number.
Which question does NOT Sharon ask Nick?
Samuel: Yes, there is a bunch in the fridge.

A) Why don’t we see a play
B) What type of movie is it
C) Are you free tomorrow afternoon
D) How about a western movie

A) Roll up and serve immediately
B) Roast the cucumbers in the oven

Which question does NOT the secretary ask
Matilda?

A) Can you spell your last name
interesting
paintings,
B) Can
I take a message
you
should
____________________
.
D) Squeeze the lemons before you serve the roll-ups

If you
to see some
C) Spread some cream cheese
onwant
each cucumber
slice
A) go to the book fair

C) Could I ask who is calling

B) join the bowling tournament

D) What is your extension number

C) visit North Side Art Gallery
D) go to Max Movie Centre

LGS 2019
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Marie Curie was a Polish chemist and physicist. She was the first woman to receive a Nobel Prize. She conducted
important research on radioactivity. She moved to France to study mathematics and physics at university.
She met Pierre Curie there. He was a successful physicist who was the head of a laboratory at the School of
Industrial Physics and Chemistry. They got married in 1985. Marie started to work in the laboratory with Pierre.
They discovered radium and polonium together in 1898.

bizde ALTIN SORULAR DENEME 1 SORU 10

We understand from the text that Marie Curie and Pierre Curie __________________ .
A) got married in Poland
B) studied at university together
C) worked in the same place
D) were from the same country

10. Answer the question according to the dialogue between Sarah and Kevin.
I’m Sarah from Radio FM. Today I’m going
to ask Kevin some questions about his food
preferences. Welcome Kevin. I know you’re
interested in different traditional dishes
around the world. __________________
Well, it changes, but I mostly prefer eating a
traditional Japanese breakfast. It includes
soup, rice and fish. It’s really healthy.
Sounds interesting.
_________________

Sarah

I usually prefer Mexican
dishes for lunch or
dinner because I like
spicy food.

One last question.
__________________

Well, to be honest, I
don’t have a sweet
tooth.

Which question DOES NOT Sarah ask Kevin?
A) How often do you eat out?
B) What do you have in the morning?
C) What do you usually prefer for dessert?
D) What about other meals?

6

Kevin

Bu testte 10 soru vardır.
Cevaplarınızı, cevap kağıdına işaretleyiniz.
1.

Read the invitation card to answer the question.
LGS-2019
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Dear Friends,
I’m organising a bowling tournament for next month, between
15 August - 22 August.
I’m looking for twenty people to compete in the tournament. If
you’re interested, let me know as soon as possible. There will be
lots of surprises and prizes.
You can contact me for more information.
Contact Number: 0778966923
Note: You need to be good at bowling to attend the event.
Best wishes,
Jack Miller
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According to the information, _________________.
A) everybody can attend the event

B) the event is going to be for ten days
C) people can call Jack Miller to get more details
D) Jack Miller is good at bowling

2.

1

Marta and Daniel are classmates. They get on well with each other. They have similar and different interests.
The chart below shows how they spend their free time.
Free Time Activities

3.

30%

Answer the question according to the information and chart below.

Activities

25%

Concerts

Daniel
20%

Marta

Archery

15%

Tony

5%
0%

Gary

Camping

10%

Theatre
Concerts Sports Theatre Art
Shopping
Exhibitions

Art Galleries
% free time

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the information?

0

A) Both Marta and Daniel aren’t very keen on seeing plays.

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Which of the following is NOT correct?

B) Daniel and Marta spend the same amount of time on shopping.

A) Gary is more interested in going to concerts than Tony.

C) Daniel prefers going to art exhibitions to playing / doing sports.

B) Seeing plays is Tony’s favourite free time activity.

D) Marta prefers spending most of her time on going to concerts.

C) Gary and Tony spend the same amount of time on visiting art galleries.
D) Tony spends more time on camping than Gary.

19

4.

Answer the question according to the information below.
Millions of people use the Internet across the world. They go online for different reasons. The information
below shows how people spent their time online in 5 minutes in 2016 and 2017.
did shopping

sent emails

1 000 000

followed
social media

250 000 000

480 000
played online
games

sent emails

2 000 000

45 000 000

5 550 000

downloaded
music

60 000 000
watched
videos

watched
videos

3 200 000

did shopping

370 000 000
followed
social media
210 000
played online
games

9 500 000

2 150 000
downloaded
music

40%

follow science
blogs

25%

follow social
media

follow social
media
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Which comment is TRUE according to the charts?

25%

send emails

A) Most boys prefer sending emails on the Internet.
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B) Girls are more interested in social networking sites than boys.
C) Boys spend most of their time on watching videos on the Internet.
D) Girls mostly go online to follow science blogs.

bizde KURUMSAL 5 SORU 6
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A
6.

Answer the question according to the information below.

8.

Northline Rafting Camp
Are you an adventure lover?
Do you enjoy taking risks?
Are you keen on rafting and
trekking?

Camp Details
- Experienced instructors will guide you.
- Our camp will provide full safety for you.
- You need to be at least eighteen years old.
- You will stay in tents by the river.
The camp is
£3890
per person (including meals)

The camp will be for two weeks
(10 June - 24 June).

Choose the best option to complete the
sentence.

For more information contact Jack Web on
01452659865.

B) price

C) equipment

10.

There is no information about _______________
in the text.

There is no information about the _________________ .
A) date

I travelled to Antalya last
summer. It’s one of the most
popular summer destinations
for international tourists. The
city is hot and sunny in
summers. It’s usually cool and
wet in winters. I had a relaxing
Rick
beach holiday there. I stayed
at an all-inclusive holiday resort by the sea. I visited
lots of interesting places in the city. The Theatre of
Aspendos and the Roman Fortress were two most
incredible sites.

D) age limit

21

A) climate

B) local cuisine

C) accommodation

D) tourist attractions

Wh
tab

9.

A)
B)
C)
D)

- Create a username.
- Create a password and confirm it.

LGS-2019
- Update your profile.
the title?
- Add a profile picture.
A
Kitapçığı
D) IV
- Post your first photo.
Soru 8Which icon shows the fourth step in the list?
A)

B)

LGS 2019
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C)

lorem_ipsum
Nullam, Dictum

D)
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1.
8.

nt. She has a
s. Here is the

Adı Soyadı: .....................................................................................
Okulu: ..............................................................................................
Sınıfı: ..............................................................................................
Numarası:........................................................................................

How about going to the cinema
tomorrow?

2.

Statistics

Twitter

35 %

Facebook

50
%
David

8 Students

unbearable

78 %

20 Students

ridiculous

30 Students

energetic

42 Students

boring

90 %

Instagram

I’m sorry, but I can’t join you. I’m
YouTube, Twitter, Instagram and Facebook are going skating with my cousin.
very popular online platforms among teenagers
in the world. Most teenagers have
Berylsmart
phones to follow social media. They usually like
sharing videos, photos and comments on social
networking sites. Some parents are worried
about the amount of time their children spend That would be great, but
on social media. They don’t want their children I’m going to join a bowling
to get addicted.
tournament.
Nancy
Which statement is TRUE according to the

20)

rding to the

What can we say according to the chart?
A) Jazz is a very popular type of music at Luton High
School.

B) Over fifty percent of the students prefer listening to
jazz.

C) Most of the students aren’t keen on listening to jazz.
D) Only a few students think that jazz isn’t interesting.

table and text?
A) Instagram isn’t a popular social networking site.

opular.

B) Most teenagers are fond of Twitter.

tting online.

Jane had a school project about types of music last
week. She went to Luton High School and asked
100 students to express their opinions about jazz
music. Look at the chart for the results.

Platforms

YouTube

4

bizde 12 DNM - DENEME 4 SORU 2

508 likes

lorem_ipsum

SARMAL DENEME
SINAVI

That’s a good idea, but I’m busy.
I’m going camping with some
friends.

C) Teenagers have different activitiesStella
on social
networking sites.

mes.

n on studying

D) Some parents are addicted to social networking
I’m sorry, but I have another
sites.
30

Marco

plan. I need to be at the chess
club all day.

Which picture shows Marco’s reason?
A)

B)

3.

Marta doesn’t have a sweet tooth. She never
prefers seafood or meat dishes. She usually cooks
vegetable dishes and different kinds of soup.
Which picture shows a dish that Marta would
prefer?
A)

B)
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4.

3.
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Test - 15
Sarah

Create an Instagram Account

Whisk the eggs in a bowl.

- Go to www.instagram.com.
- Enter your email address.

Smartphones are ve
they have pros and

- Create a username.
- Create a password and confirm it.

Jeremy

- Update your profile.

or the title?

Drain the butter with
a strainer.

- Add a profile picture.

D) IV

II. We can conne
smartphones.

III. Smartphones are

- Post your first photo.

IV. It’s easy to ge
smartphones.

Which icon shows the fourth step in the list?
A)

I. Smartphones are

V. Smartphones ha

B)
Iris

Bake the cookies in the
preheated oven.

VI. Smartphones
emergency situa

Which options sh
smartphones?

C)

D)
lorem_ipsum
Nullam, Dictum

A) III / V

1
Stories

See all

FOLLOW

You

DsUzr

User29004

An0therYouser

C) II / VI

BearedUzr

User29004
Fake City

Samuel
508 likes
lorem_ipsum

dolor sit amet #augue #adipiscing

13
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Squeeze all the juice
out of the lemon.

Who gives a wrong instruction?

8.

Platforms

Statistics

Twitter

35 %

Facebook

50 %

YouTube

90 %

A) Sarah

B) Jeremy

C) Iris

D) Samuel

